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8 Charlie has 12 CDs.  Chris has twice 

the number of Joe who only has a 

third of the number of Charlie.  Oliver 

has twice as many as Chris.  How 

many does Oliver have? 

In the questions below complete the number 

sequences with the next correct answer.   

Mark the correct answer on your answer 

sheet. 

Example 2   4   6   8   

Answer = 10 

1 7 14 21 28 35 (?)  

       

       

2 19 13 23 17 27 21 (?) 

       

       

3 2 4 8 16 32 64 (?) 

       

       

4 97 87 78 70 63 (?)  

       

       

5 3 9 11 33 35 (?)  

       

       

6 6 9 18 21 42 45 (?) 

       

       

7 74 68 62 56 50 44 (?) 

In the questions below select one word from 

the top set of brackets and one word from the 

bottom set of brackets that are the most 

opposite in meaning.  Mark your answers on 

your answer sheet. 

9 (deposit money cashier) 

(pay find withdraw) 

   

   

   

10 (denial accept shout) 

(deny pounce scream) 

   

   

   

11 (brackets thin raise) 

(maths elevated thick) 

   

   

   

12 (expensive price gold) 

(bracelet jewels cheap) 

   

   

   

13 (slum bright plump) 

(wealthy dull style) 

   

   

   

14 (open under remove) 

(closed taken raised) 

   

   

   

15 (vacuum stained polish) 

(wine cleaner clean) 
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In the questions below select the word that 

best goes with each sentence.  Mark both 

answers on your answer sheet. 

Example 

Little is to 

(large   life    tiny) 

as true is to  

(tale   false   truth) 

Answer large   false 

23 Voltage is to 

(electricity   plug   night) 

As litres is to 

(measure   drain   liquid) 

24 Book is to 

(shelf   read   library) 

As CD  is to 

(speakers   music   listen) 

25  Alphabet is to 

(read   words   letters ) 

As calendar is to 

(birthday   dates  wall ) 

26 Dentist is to 

(surgery   filling   teeth) 

As optician is to 

(hear   watch   eyes) 

  

27 Gold is to 

(metal  yellow  mine ) 

As helium is to 

(gas   balloon   hydrogen)    

28 Arm is to 

(mar   elbow   limb) 

As leg is to 

(foot   walk   knee) 

  

  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

In the questions below complete the letter 

sequences with the correct pair of letters.  

There is an alphabet to help you. 

Example 

AB CD EF GH IJ 

Answer KL 

16 LT   OQ   RN   UK   XH   (??) 

      

      

      

17 DT   CR   EP   BN   FL  (??) 

      

      

      

18 OL   RH   SD   VZ   WV   ZR  (??) 

      

      

      

19 FB   KX   PT   UP   (??) 

      

      

      

20 ZQ   BS   FU   HW   LY   (??) 

       

       

       

21 HB   JF   FD   HH   DF   FJ   (??)   

       

       

       

22 WU   ZQ   AM   DI   EE   (??)    
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In the sentences below there is a four letter 

word concealed between two words.  Find 

this word and mark your answer on the 

answer sheet. 

Example 

Rick indicated which way next 

Answer Rick indicated KIND 

29 Boys often show off in school. 

  

30 Remove bad smells and odours 

now. 

  

  

31 Only small groups can come here 

  

  

32 Please bring some shoes later 

Harry. 

  

  

33 Strong kings and queens ruled 

Italy. 

  

  

34 Bruce wanted to see Keith soon. 

  

  

35 Camping offers fresh air and fun. 

  

In the questions below select the letter that 

best completes the word on the left and starts 

the word on the right. 

Example 

gri ?? og 

ha  ?? oll 

Answer D 

36 han ? el 

wi ? et 

37 sni ? ower 

jum ? ole 

38 fro ? irl 

hu ? oat 

39 slum ? ound 

sna ? lease 

40 num ? rute 

sla ? ite 

41 gues ? ize 

fus ? hame 

42 missio ? oodle 

su ? ot 
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In the questions below you must choose one 

word from the top brackets and one word 

from the bottom brackets that are similar in 

meaning 

Example 

(high   clock   speak) 

(wish   elevated   more) 

Answer – HIGH ELEVATED 

52 (level taken snitch) 

   

(oppose mountain flat) 

   

53 (overly peak spy) 

   

(summit climb stun) 

   

54 (nose sense smell) 

   

(drink odour animal) 

   

55 (slime voice push) 

   

(dig shove trawler) 

   

56 (fork plate fair) 

   

(equal knife sums) 

   

57 (bracelet watch inform) 

   

(observe strain eyes) 

   

58 (stone weight size) 

   

(boulder timing pebble) 

   

51 What day will it be in four days if five 

days before yesterday it was Sunday. 

In the questions below you must match the 

number code to the correct word. The codes 

are not written in the same order as the words 

and one code is not there.  

You must then use the codes to answer the 

questions that follow:- 

MALT TALE LAME MATE 

6478 5468 7465

43 What is the code for LATE 

44 What is the code for TALL 

45 What is the word for 78546 

46 What is the word for 7468 

MANY ARMY NAME MEAN 

2367 3427 6325 

47 What is the code for MANY ? 

48 What is the word for 236? 

49 What is the code for NANNY? 

50 What is the code for MEAN? 
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

In the questions below find the next pair of 

letters and mark it on your answer sheet. 

Example 

BC is to DE 

As EF is to 

Answer GH 

66 JH is to GE 

as PD is to  

67 TW is to SX   

as ZA  is to  

68 CF is to AI  

As JU  is to   

69 NR is to RK    

as WB is to  

70 CE is to XV   

as ML is to 

71 XB is to CG   

as GK is to  

72 LI is to QE  

as QO is to

In the questions below a three letter word has 

been taken from each of the words in capitals.  

Select the word you think is missing from the 

answer sheet. 

Example 

The CHER taught lots of lessons. 

Answer TEA 

59 Peter went to the clothes shop to buy 

TRORS 

60 The DOW was smashed by the 

football 

61 Unless you are CFUL you will make 

mistakes 

62 The supporters arrived at the SIUM 

before kickoff. 

63 Thank-you for the ULOUS present. 

64 The man put the files into the FER 

65 POGRAPHS make fantastic 

memories. 
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In the questions the letters stand for numbers.  

Work out the answer to each sum and then 

mark the answer as a letter on the answer 

sheet. 

Example 

If A= 1 B = 2 C = 3 D = 5 = E = 6 

What is the answer to this sum as a letter? 

A + B + C = (?)    Answer = E

73 A = 8  B = 4  C = 9  D = 12   E = 9 

C + D – A – E =  

74 A = 12  B = 4  C = 9  D = 10 E = 3 

C + D + E - A=  

75 A = 18  B = 5  C = 9  D = 12  E = 15 

B x C – A – D  

76 A = 2  B = 9  C = 4  D = 1  E = 18 

E x A ÷ B ÷  C =  

77 A = 10  B = 6  C = 2  D = 8  E = 18 

 B x D ÷ C – E  =  

78 A = 24  B = 14  C = 12  D = 5  E = 10 

E x D – A – C =   

  

79 A = 13  B = 0  C = 4  D = 6  E = 10 

C x A x E x B =  

80 Which one of the statements below 
has to be true? 

Chris, Charlotte, Mike and Adam like 
pizza.  Chris will only eat cheese 
pizza but Mike will eat pizza with 
anything on.  Adam likes cheese 
pizza and will eat meat pizza but not 
vegetables.  Charlotte prefers 
vegetables, is not keen on meat but is 
happy eating cheese pizza. 

A – Mike doesn’t like vegetables 
B – Adam is the biggest 
C – Everyone eats cheese pizza. 
D – Charlotte likes most pizzas. 
E – Charlotte doesn’t like meat. 


